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By the mid-1820s, various shelf clocks with 30-
hour wood movements were being mass-pro-
duced in Connecticut and sold around the 

United States. Three 30-hour wooden movement types 
were developed, manufactured, and identified as Terry, 
Groaner, and Torrington, and within each type there 
were several variants. Each movement typically used 
quartersawn oak plates, cherry wheels, and mountain 
laurel pinions; they had minimal metal content with 
only a brass escape wheel and bridge and steel wires. 
This article provides a brief background on wood move-
ment shelf clock development and acquaints readers 
with the general configuration of these three move-
ment types. 

The story begins with Eli Terry who was trained by 
Daniel Burnap to manufacture 8-day brass tall clock 
movements. However, Terry decided to make more eco-
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Figure 1. Eli Terry’s wooden strap wooden movement with count wheel. 

nomical wood tall clock movements. By 1805 he was 
manufacturing these wooden tall clock movements 
in batches and trying to sell them, but it was difficult 
doing both efficiently. In 1807 Levi and Edward Porter 
approached him to manufacture 4,000 tall clocks that 
they would market. He accepted their contractual offer. 
The Porters provided him upfront funding that allowed 
him to purchase a building, set up the factory, hire 
workers, and develop the manufacturing process. By 
1810 he completed manufacturing the 4,000 tall clock 
movements and delivered them to the Porters. This act 
surprised Connecticut clockmakers and demonstrated 
that wooden tall clock movements with interchange-
able parts could be mass-produced. Eventually, Terry 
sold his factory to fellow clockmakers Seth Thomas and 
Silas Hoadley, who continued manufacturing the same 
30-hour wooden tall clock movement.1
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Figure 2. Eli Terry’s 5-arbor wooden movement with count wheel.

Terry Movement
For his next project Terry began working on the de-

velopment of a smaller wooden movement2 that would 
fit in a shelf clock, so he could market a complete clock 
at an affordable price. Eight-day brass movement tall 
clocks in mahogany or cherry cases sold for between 
$50 and $65. Thirty-hour wooden movement tall clocks 
sold for between $25 and $35, depending on wheth-
er they were in grain-painted pine or hardwood cases. 
Terry wanted to produce and sell a complete shelf clock 
for $15. He believed he could mass-produce these move-
ments by using a similar technology and process that 
he had developed for manufacturing tall clock move-
ments. By 1816 Terry had developed an initial 30-hour 

wooden movement (Figure 1), cased it in a simple box 
case, and submitted his first clock movement patent.3

Terry continued to refine his 30-hour wooden move-
ment, and by the early 1820s he finalized what collec-
tors refer to as the Terry 5-arbor movement (Figure 2). 
The movement dimensions are 8'' high, 6-1/2'' wide, 
and 1-3/4'' between plates. The plates are held together 
by five turned wood pillars pinned by wood pegs. These 
movements are driven by 3-1/2 lb. round weights. In-
stalling a pulley for the weights in the case’s top helped 
increase the clock’s run time. Winding holes for all the 
movement variations typically are found just above 5 
and 7 on the dial. 

Terry’s 5-arbor movement eventually became the 
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Figure 3. Groaner movement. COURTESY OF PAT HAGANS.

standard movement in production for more than 20 
years, with many minor variants from various move-
ment makers.4 In the early 1800s the economy ran on 
a barter system, because very little cash and very few 
banks existed. As a result, these movements became a 
“Connecticut clock currency” with clockmakers often 
paying casemakers with a small cash payment and the 
remaining amount with movements.

From 1816 to 1826 Terry submitted to the US Patent 
Office many clock movement patent applications. These 
submissions included his initial patent application and 
follow-up applications with improvements and correc-
tions to his initial movement designs. 

Terry’s patents and the patent infringement lawsuit 

Terry filed against former partner Thomas in 1826 con-
vinced many clockmakers to either acquire rights from 
Terry to manufacture his movement legitimately or de-
velop alternate movements that did not infringe on his 
patents. A few makers created unique movement varia-
tions with enough changes that they did not infringe 
on Terry’s patents. One well-known example was for-
mer partner Hoadley’s upside-down movement; others 
were from Noble Jerome and Mark Leavenworth. There 
were also several alarm variants from Terry and other 
makers.5

Groaner and Torrington Movements
In the early 1800s two alternate movements became 
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Figure 4. Five-arbor Torrington movement (Type 6).

popular and competed with Terry’s movement. One 
is known as a Groaner6 (Figure 3) because of the load 
sound it makes during striking, which resulted from 
the large wheels in the strike train turning and the 
loud bell on the outside top of the case. It is attribut-
ed to Chauncey Boardman, a prominent clockmaker 
in Bristol, CT, and resembles a small 30-hour tall clock 
movement that sits on a seat board. The second is the 
Torrington, named after the municipality where it orig-
inated in Connecticut. Created by clockmaker Norris 
North, the Torrington is also known as the East West 
movement, because it has rectangular plates with a 
longer axis in the horizontal direction. 

Chauncey Jerome encouraged Boardman to develop 
the Groaner movement to use in his bronze-looking 
glass clock, and Jerome used it for about five or six years 
in his various clock-making partnerships. The Groan-
er underwent the following variants: Luman Watson 
placed the escape wheel outside the plates, and Noble Je-
rome developed a thin movement used for only a short 
time. The Groaner movement wound at 3 and 9 on 
the dial. A few Groaner alarm variants have been dat-
ed to approximately 1835.7 A standard Groaner move-
ment’s dimensions are 8-1/4'' high, 7'' wide, and 1-7/8'' 
between plates. The movement is driven by 4-1/2 lb. 
and 5-1/2 lb. square weights. Groaner movement cases 
were typically used in longer than standard shelf clock 
cases.

The Torrington movement was developed by North 
circa 1818. His first movement was a 4-arbor version, 
and the weights were pulled up like 30-hour tall clock 

movements. It was produced until circa 1824 and was 
succeeded by an improved 5-arbor Torrington move-
ment that wound like the Terry movement. The 5-arbor 
movement was easier to manufacture and more reliable 
than the 4-arbor movement; it was produced until the 
early 1830s and was used by other makers in Torrington 
(Figure 4). The 5-arbor Torrington movement wound at 
3 and 9 on the dial but at a wider spacing than on the 
Groaner movement because of its rectangular plates. 
The weights were not compounded and hung directly 
off the 5-arbor Torrington movement. Its dimensions 
are 4-15/16'' high, 9-1/2'' wide, and 1-15/16'' between 
plates. The plates are held together by five turned wood 
pillars pinned by wood pegs. Four-arbor and 5-ar-
bor Torrington movement variations have been well 
documented.8

By the late 1820s the pillar and scroll case style was 
replaced with various stenciled or carved half-column 
and splat case styles. By the early 1830s the Terry-type 
movement and its variants were almost exclusively pro-
duced because the Groaner and Torrington movement 
production had dropped off significantly. 

The Panic of 1837, the worst economic downturn the 
US had experienced since it was founded, brought clock 
production almost to a standstill. When production re-
sumed, Noble Jerome’s patented 30-hour stamped brass 
movement became the new standard, and other makers 
copied it or developed variations to avoid infringing on 
his patent. The 30-hour wooden movement produc-
tion continued on a limited basis by a few makers up 
to about 1845.
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Conclusion
Production of the 30-hour wooden shelf clock move-

ment began about 1816 and continued to about 1845. 
Enormous quantities were produced for affordably 
priced shelf clocks. As movement production increased, 
their prices dropped, and simpler case styles evolved, 
resulting in reduced clock prices and more affordable 
wooden movement clocks. Chapter 194, known as the 
Cog Counters, is devoted to wooden movement clocks. 
If anyone has an interest in wooden movement clocks, 
please consider joining the Chapter by visiting www.
cogcounters.org.

Editor’s note: A version of this article was originally pub-
lished in the fall 2015 issue of the Timepiece Journal, a 
publication of the American Watch & Clock Museum in 
Bristol, CT. 
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